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PREFACE 
This stw:%Y' is oonoerned. with the abilities of journalism students 
to accurate:cy report events and occurrences. It is concerned primarily 
with the ini'luenoe a reporter's attitudes, biases and prejudices mey have 
on his obserrlng-reporting peri'ormanoe. The study is eJCploratory in 
nature, attempting to detemine tha efficiency of coursework in journalism 
at Oklahoma State in teaching accuracy in reporting. 
I wish to eJq>ress hea.rt.ful recognition to nw wife 1 Sue, whose under-
standing and.encouragement provided constant motiv~tion without which 
this stwtr would not have been completed. This work is dedicated to her. 
Sincere gratitude and thanks is extended to nw major ad.Viser, Dr. 
Walter J. Ward, Coordinator of Graduate Studies in Mass Communication at 
Oklahoma. State. His guidance, patience and teach:lllgs were not only 
instrumental in the completion of this thesis but have had a profound. 
influence upon nv "life 11. 
Thanks are also in order to Professor Lemuel Groan and Dr. James 
Rhea. Special thanks is given to Professor Harry Hix, who provided an 
assistantship that not on:cy provided financial assistance but an increased 
understanding of photojournalism. 
While not a member of nv oonnnittee, Professor William R. Steng gave 
me considerable help in the course of this investigation, for which I am 
grateful. 
Gratitude is also expressed to the o.t:.tiee of Financial Aid at Oklahana 
State for extending financial loans to cover the e.xpenses of publication 
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of this work. 
Last but not least, I wouJ.d like to thank nzy- good friend, Roger R. 
Klock £or his m.an.r contributions to this work. 
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There has been a lot of banter between the working journalist and 
the academic journalist as to the significance of journalism education. 
Some professionals seem to feel experience provides better training while 
some academicians apparentl;y believe training in j0urnalistic competence 
mq be obtained, or at least augmented, through a stu.d;)r of the reporting-
-writing arts, coupled with a well-rounded liberal arts education. 
Few studies have provided a significant amount of information to 
determine whether journallstic oriented curricula can provide the t~aining 
needed to produce competent newsmen. 
What education is needed and what parameters arise to determine the 
measure of a jour.nalist--quick thinking, an ability to rapid.zy" anal;yze 
situations, wide knowledge of a variety of subjects, curiosity and an 
ability to observe reliab~·are cited in textbooks. 
It appears textbook writers are more concerned with •tpersonality 
traits" than with education. Curtis MacDouga1l lists a lengtcy paragraph 
of preferred traits (MacDougall1 1968, p. 10): 
Most of the personality traits usuall;r listed as valuable 
for a journalist are ones lbich would bee~ ossential 
for success in other professional fields: intelligence, 
friendliness, reliability, :iJo.agina.tion, :i.ngemri.ty, nerve, 
speed, a.caura.cy, courage, endurance, perseverance, :mental 
aJ.ertness, honesty, punctuality, cheerfulness, the power of 
observation, shrewdness, enterprise, optimism, honor, · 
l 
adaptability, intuitiveness, and the like. 
All the above are 11preferred11 to be a good rer;orter. Where does 
education fit in? Again, MaaDougall (1968, pp. 22-23) indicates an 
answer to this question: 
From two-thirds to four-fifths of a student's class 
work is taken in the liberaJ. arts or other divisions ••• 
the student should expect to be taught how to use the back-
ground and theoretical knowledge acquired over the rest of 
the campus in reporting and interpreting the contemporary 
scene. 
A strict journalism instructor · • • • can tea.oh sound 
methods of research. The journalist 1 s fact finder does not 
begin with an lzypothesis for which he seeks factual proof. 
Rather, he is an open-minded seeker after truth who explores 
evecy possible avenue of investigation and onJ.:y after he 
exhausts evecy chance to obtain. additional information, does 
he attempt to draw conclusions regarding accumulated data. 
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MaoDougall seems to contradict himself'. He encourages teaching of 
"sound methods of research, 11 than immediate]¥ disregards one of the pri-
mary steps in research methodology--that of formulating an lzypothesis 
upon which to test acquired 11observation-inf ormation. 11 
By objective observation is meant the ability to perceive an event 
and report its make-up as accurate)¥ as possible without influence of 
intemal or extemal noise, i.e. personal bias or prejudice and group 
pressure, etc. 
The reporter first must observe, then ana.]¥ze the information 
gathered £ram the event. It follows, then, that accuracy of reporting 
is a function of accurate observation. 
The Oklahoma State School of Journalism and Broadcasting seems to· 
have a good reputation for turning out journalists through a four-year 
program which includes two required courses in reporting-writing. It is 
in these courses that accuracy in observation should be stressed, yet 
primari]¥ has to do with reporting a series of events from a workbook. 
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In the course numbered JB 2ll3, students spend a ~ood.1¥ part of the 
semester writing stories from information provided by Covering Y:ourtol-nl 
workbook (Mason, 1974) or information given by the instructor. 
Where in the coursework is the future newsman taught to observe 
events so as to accurately report them and to do so as much as possible 
without influence if individual attitudes (bias, conditioning, prejudice--
his 11internal noise") ? 
In courses outside the journalism major•s field of concentration, 
the only courses that might help the student understand his individual 
behavior are offered by the psychology department. No psychology course 
is required by the journalism school, although Psychology lll3, Introduction 
to Psychology (OSU Catalog, p. 177A) is offered as an option, according 
to the journal.ism department•s curriculUlll guide. 
Even so, if the student is to adapt what he has loamed about indi-
vidual behavior to his major field, he must do it on his own. 
This study will attempt to determine whether students having 
attended classes in journalism training are more accurate observers and 
reporters of given stimuli than their contemporaries in other fields. 
The instrument used for this study is based upon the Uncritical 
Inference Test by William V. Haney (See Appendix A). The instrument 
hopefully will show ·arty 11true 11 differences that exist between (1) students 
eJCposed to four yea.rs of journalism training at OSU, ( 2) students in the 
lower and UPP8r divisions of their education and (3) students majoring 
in coursework other than journalism. 
The results and conclusion were based upon students responses to a 
set of four slides depicting situations that could lead to potentially 
biased observations and reporting. 
' j 
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The students viewed ea.oh slide for ten seoondi: and were asked to 
describe what they saw illustrated in the slide. The slides are pre-
sented in Appendix B. 
Slide A allows a group o.t' soldiers or partisans in battle poses. 
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Slide B depicts a construction scene with passers-by and workers. Slide 
C illustrates a street scene between a fruit. vend.er and two boys, and 
slide D shows action between two man on a public conveyance. 
By reporting a:tzy"thing other than what the cartoon slide shows, the 
student shows his ability to make ready inferences or jump to conclusions 
about the event. Ans'. conclusions or inferences ·made by the students were 
scored as incorrect observations while simple descriptions of the slide 
were scored favorably. 
It might be thought lower classmen majoring iri journalism, who have 
not bean e.:xposed to training, as well as :non-journalism students might 
perform equaJ.J;v on the test--indicating no significant dif~rerences between 
accuracy of observation. However, by the very nature of choosing j ourna-
limn as a field of stuey-, the ''untrained" journalists mq be self-selected 
and tlms more like'.cy' to observe details in events than will the students 
outside the field of j ournalimn. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Thou wretched, rash, :intruding f6.o1, fa.rewelll 
I took thee for tey better; take tey fortune. 
(Shakespeare) 
Lines from Shakespeare•s Hamlet (Black, 1937, p. 1127) telling of 
the young prince finding Polonious behind a curtain and mistaldng him 
for the J.Q.ng and killing him, shows an example or what mey happen when 
an action is based upon an assumption and not upon accurate observation 
and data. 
Like Prince Hamlet, the printed word can result in damage as totall.y 
as a dagger if ill-used. If a newsman-observer does not report accurate:cy 
an event, a life mey be ruined, pos~ib:cy through a libelous inaccurate 
account of the event, where misinformation is disseminated. Walter 
Lippman addressed himself to problems of communication (Schramm, 19711 
p. 275): 
The ana:cyst of public opinion must begin, then by re-
cognizing the triangular relationship between the scene of 
action, the human picture of that scene, and the human re-
sponse to that picture working itself out upon the scene of 
action. · 
It is here the Cl"!K of this stuctr rests. What do individuals see 
when exposed to a scene of action? 
It seems that witnesses of a scene often see on:cy what is "con-
venient" for them to see at the time, in accordance with their own 
predispositions, attitudes, or thoughts at the time of the event. 
Time and time again, beginning reporting textbooks emphasize the 
reporter must be aware of his mm. prejudices and biases to separate 
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facts to be reported in a news story, from his own llcolored11 viewpoint 
(many texts neglect to say, however, how this is to be done or to provide 
possible methods to minimize distorted reporting). 
'£he question, then, can be posed: 11Can people of different back-
grounds report events in various situations without coloring their report 
with internal bias? 11 
Stereotyping 
Prejudice and bias, which hopef~ are minim:.i zed through journalism 
education (i.e. training the future journalist to oecom.e aware of his 
own biases, attitudes and prejudices that can distort and interfere -vrlth 
his work) manifest themselves in everydey conversation. 
For instance, if we Sf!3'1 11you cannot trust the local businessmen, 11 
we are categorizing all the local. business people as unwortlzy' of trust. 
Sure:cy not all business people in a given population cannot be trusted. 
This is a form of stereotyping and is one of the most common forms of 
internal bias. 
Kenneth s. Keyes, Jr., in ~~Develop~ Thinking Ability 
(Keyes, 1950, p. 41) ties stereotyping into a form of allnesa-- 11a cam.fort-
ing feeling of confidence that we know all there is to know about every-
thing." Such a statement as 1'you cannot trust the local businessmen" 
is such an a.J.Jness statement. We infer everyone (you) cannot trust all 
local businessmen, while at the same ti.me the statement stereotypes al.l 
local businessmen as being untrustwortlzy'. 
1 
To support such a atatern.en:t. we would have to know that all busineam 
people in a given area are untrustwortey. '!'hen we ank, "lUlliruatwortl\Y 
o£ what?" To make statements as the above wlth credibility we would have 
. to have all the facts ~bout. local business practices, which is impossible. 
As Keyes states, no person knows all about a:t:zy'thing (Keyes, p. 41): 
•But,' you mey be seying to yourself, •ever since 
I got out of grammar school I've known that no one laJ.ew 
all about everything.• The trouble is we lmow that, but 
i'requs:ntq do not act as though we knew it. As the old 
seying goes, •every one lmows it, but the idea has not 
occurred to everyboey. • 
The journalist, then, must keep an open mind about his subjects. 
It would be dangerous for him to adopt a 1'lmow-i t-all attitude. 11 Such 
an attitude lends itself to assumptions and stereotyping. 
Stereotyping has become a camnon disease symptomatic of evasion 
techniques as discussed by Cooper and Jahoda (Schramm, 1971). stereo-
typing occurs when people or objects are looked into categories such as: 
lazy, slow Negroes; money-hungry Jews; dirty, free-loving hippies, and 
short-haired rednecks. 
wend.ell Jolmson and Dorotey Moeller demonstrate the l\Ulacy (and 
rigidity) of stereotyping and classifying in their book Living ~ 
Change: 2 Semantics .2f. Coping (Jolmson, 1972, p. 69) where they write: 
SUppose I. put you in a category or you put me in a 
category. Suppose you sey I am a Swede. As the world 
seems to be now, after you had decided to categorize me 
that W8'V you probabq would not keep me out of hotels and 
restaurants. But you could put me in another ld.nd of 
category and you would keep me out. And this is the ld.nd 
of inSanity that is socia.J.q accepted. 
How does a person enter a category? How does he 
leave it? When he is in a category, at what moments does 
he do whatever people do in orqer to ente;r the category in 
the first place? What moments does he not do this? And 
when he is not .doing it, has he left the category-? Is he 
in the category or not? I used to be what people call a 
severe stutterer. I now speak with relative ease and 
fluency. But people still say to me •You didn't stutter 
very much tonight. 1 How do you leave the category? OUr 
language does our th:inld.ng for us. 
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The report.er must be ca.re!ul to be curious of his langUage. His 
naturaJ. ha.bits oi' categorization and stereotyping, if carried into his 
writing; can ency promulgate the pigeon-holing of people, places and 
things. 
According to Haney (1960, P• 103), stereotyping saves time by 
setting up "neat,well-ordered and avers:i.mpll.t'ied categories into which 
we slip our evaJ.uations of people, situations and happenings. 11 This 
discrimination or categorization is haney £or storage of information 
and is useful as long as the person is aware of the stereotyping and 
allows for differences that make a difference in people, places and 
objects. 
Johnson {1972, p. 92) addresses the problem of classifying and 
categorization with more caution: 
In classifying ••• we are concemed with resemblances, 
not differences. To classify we use a language for talking 
ahou.t how things seem alike or resemble ea.ch other • • • 
this is the language that we tend to speak most of the time. 
It •s a lumpy language. It •s easy to ta.J.k this wey and so 
comfortable. 
Lacking wards and time, and perhaps motivation and in-
formation • • • We generalize grand.:cy. ·we classii'y. We 
categorize • • • It takes so long to ta.J.k about aJ.l the 
weys in which the mperience, the observation, could be 
different and so we just don•t, but turn instead to those 
categorical nouns that cover whole blocks. 
It is this 11lumpy, 11 11ea.sy 11 language that brings problems to report-
ing events. The reporter must be aware of his tendencies to do this. 
As Haney puts it (1960, p. 108), 11the problem ••• arises when a person 
is unaware of or unwilling to recognize his stereotypes as such or 
when • • • his categories becane hardened. 11 Irving J. Lee said it 
another wq (Haney, 1960, P• 108): 11the more we discriminate among, the 
9 
less we discriminate ag a:l.nst. 11 
we lmow that our. upbringing and social confil tioning have provided 
us with pre-conatru.cted categories in which we iiey stereotype people or 
events. It is through the :use of stereotyping that we can make f'urther 
reportorial errors. I.nrerential statements, based on stereotyping and 
not on inf omation,, contributes to our reporting dilemma. 
Even ii' we are aware o:t our own attitudes and their possible effects 
on us, it is dii'.ficult in everycic\y' life to be constantly on guard. But 
the effort must be ma.de, as Haney wrote (1960, pp. 17-18): 
In other words, there is nothing in the structure of' 
our language that makes it inescapable that we discriminate 
between inferential and observational statements. It seems 
reasonable to assume,, then, that our failure to distinguish 
on these verbal levels mey contribute ••• to the difficulty 
we have on preverbal levels 1 namely our propensity to confuse 
inferences and observation ••• we find it ••• easy to 
make statements with the false assurance that we a.re dealing 
with .tacts ... -and the consequences • • • are often less than 
pleasant. 
Abstracting 
Wendell Johnson, in People ;!a guanclaries (1946) utilizes inferential 
statements as the structure of his "ladder of abstraction. 11 
Starting with reality 1 we label what we see--a descriptive abstrac-
tion of the first order. The more we categorize, the more we leave out 
infonnation in continuing the process, climbing Johnson's "ladder of 
abstraction•" The following Qiagram is based upon Johnson's 11ladder11 
(Johnson, 1946, P• 135):. 
This diagram depicts an example of abstracting. As we leave the 
reality of the baseball and start our abstracting process we leave out 
more and more details,, until we have not a 1'baseballll but merely a 
"spherical object. 11 
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Diagram Example Etc 
I 
••• spherical descriptive 3 
object 
I I 
••••• small ball descriptive 2 
I I ••••• • • baseball description/label 
I . •·• .. I ••••• the baseball 
itself reality 
Figure 1. Johnson's Ladder oi' Abstraction 
As Haney warned against the hazards of stereotyping and categoriza-
tion, Johnson (1946, P• 133) warns us to be conscious oi' the abstracting 
process: 
What is important at aJ.l times is a consciousness of 
abstracting, an awareness and understanding of the fact 
that a symbol is not the same as what it symbolizes, that 
the verbal and non-verbal levels are to be kept distinct 
and coordinated. 
The statement by Johnson brings us back to the problem at hand. 
Discrimination by an observer bet-ween what he sees and what he thinks he 
sees is the subject of this stuey. 
Internal Noise--A Theoretical Model 
To understand how prejudice can affect one's perception of an event 
we look at a basic model of communication (Westley and MacLean,.1957, 
P• 32). 
Person A picks up sensory messages from Stimuli Xi • • • xn, selects 
those that effect him most (according to his pre-disposition) and relays 
a message based upon these _stimuli to Person B, who may or may not respond 
11 
to Person A's message. 
Event Accepted Stimuli . 





Figure 2. Westley and Ma.clean Communication Model 
Note Person A selects cerlain points of stimuli to respond to. 
Obvious:cy- an individual is incapable of responding to all stimuli en-
countered in his environment. Instead, he selects cert.a.in ones which 
have sig:nificance to him or are perceived as wanted by his significant 
others. With this selective perception, the message Person A sends to 
Person B mq not be a representative picture of reality but a distortion. 
The accuracy (fidelity) of the communication depends upon the source's 
and receiver's abilities to prevent their internal feelings from dis-
torting the percept:J.on. 
If Person B chooses to respond to Person A, his response will be 
based upon his selectivity of stimuli from those presented by Person A. 
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to the indi viduaJ.. Therefore, the ''picture 11 Person D gets from Person 
A is even more distorted. HopefuJ.J'1, through conimunication with one 
another 1 Persons A and B can a.rri ve at a similar undetstanding of the 
presented stimuli. 
The Communication Model of Figure 2 illustrates the process by which 
a person perceives a set of stinmli and communicates them to another per-
son. Figure 3 shows a simplified diagram of the process received data 
mey be subjected to by Person A before it is communicated to Person B. 
Iet•s sey a news reporter receives Data-Stimuli (1) produced by an 
event through audio and visual sensors ( 2). His previous e:xperiences, 
sociaJ. conditioning and education (3), cause him to subconsciously select 
those stimuli significant to him (4). His report, therefore, because of 
the _missing data will not be as close to resembling reality as it should 
be resuJ.ting in a distorted or biased report of' the event (,5). 
Hop~, however, journalism training with amphasis on concious-
ness awareness (6) ..... }"ides to some exlient subconscious selectivity 
which results in a more canplete report with a closer resemblance to the 
event (7). 
With training, Person A should be able to report more accurately his 
observations to Person B, including more of' the data-stimuli x1 • • • Xn 
(see Figure 2) in his message. If Person B also is aware of' his "internal 
~oise 11 , the report he receives from Person A will be more accurate. Per-
son B • s response or feedback will be more 11true-to-li.fe. 11 
It should be emphasized here that while the person-reporter who has 
had consciousness awareness traini.ng will not be able to report all of 
x1 ••• X .. he should be able to report more of the stimuli than one n" ·-
who is not trained and allows "internal noise 11 to color his descriptions. 
Noise is referred to in these cammmication models as outside 
stimuli which tend to interfere with reception of a :message, such as the 
peysica.J. phenallena of noise (that of a j a.ckhammer--class:i.£ied as channel 
:fioise) or scm,iething subtle ~ch as the placement of a news story beneath 
a gory picture on a newspaper page (other examples are lies and rumors, 
and inaccurate and distorted ini'ormation--cla.ssified as semantic or in-
· temal noise)·. 
IntemaJ. noise JD.BiY also include attitudes, everydq pressures and 
stress which a.ffect the reception and interpretation of a :message. Pre-
judice is one such type of noise. 
The W83' a newspaper handles prejudice-noise makes a difference in 
its reporting. If a reporlier lmows his attitudes and can deaJ. with them, 
· he mq be able to record an observed event more accurate:cy- (as illustrated 
in Figure 3) • · The WJ.Y a reporter or any other person handles his biases 
and prejudices is the subject of a study by Cooper and Jahoda: !!:!, 
Evasion £?! Propegand.a: .!!2! Prejudioed People Respond ~ ~-Prejudice 
Propaganda (Schramm., 1971). 
Theoretic~ 1 Cooper and Jahoda said, prejudiced people react to 
anti-prejudi,oe propaganda in two~: (1) they mq fight it, or (2) 
they mey gi'V'$ in to it. They found, however, (Schramm, 19711 p. 288): 
They (prejudiced people) prefer not to !ace the :implications 
of ide8'3 opposed to their own so that they do not have to be 
forced to either defend themselves or to admit error. What 
they do is to evade the issue psychologica.J.:cy- by s:imp:cy- not 
understanding the message. 
Cooper and Jahoda (Schramm, p. 289-294) indicate evasion occurs 
sometime between the presentation o.f a propaganda it~ and the respond-
ent •s response to· the situation. · Through derailment, misunderstanding 
the message, invalidation, degrading the :message to fiction, and increasing 
the message comple:xity (thus making it "too dif'ficult" to understand) 
Cooper and Jahoda 1s respondents evaded anti-prejudice propaganda messages. 
All their respondents evaded the 1'real meaning" of the anti-prejudice 
message without conscious re~zation of their evasion mechanism. To 
e:xplain the phenomenon, Cooper and Jahoda postulate that facing everyday 
contradictions to a person• s life-long conditioned beliefs head-on would 
undoubtedly set up disturbing tensions which would in turn involve serious 
dif'ficulties for most people (1971, P• 299): 
Evasion appears to be a l-Jell-practiced form of behavior 
which receives encouragement from the social structure in 
which we l:fva. In connection with response to anti-prejudice 
propaganda, it serves as a defense against group attack. 
In the past, stereotyping and abstracting have contributed to incom-
plete, inaccurate and slanted reporting of events. The mechanisms Cooper 
and Jahoda highlight are present to some extent in all of us. An example 
of how bias colors reporting is found in the following study. 
In an article "They Saw A Ga.me: A Case Study", that appeared in the 
Journal ~Abnormal Psychology (1954), Albert H. Hastorf and Hadley Cantril 
studied conflicting perceptions of a football game between Dartmouth and 
Princeton. The game between these two rivals was an important one, as is 
described in the stud:y•s preface (Schramm, 1971, P• 300): 
It was an important game. Feelings were high. A 
considerable amount of rough pley took place in the field. 
Some star pleyers were injured. Discussion and argument 
went on , long after the Saturday when the game was pleyed. 
After their study, Hastorf' and Cantril remarked (Schramm, 19711 p. 300), 
''It seems clear, there is no such thing as a •game• existing out there in 
its own right which people observe. The game exists f'or a person and is 
e:xperienced by him ~ insofar as certain happenings have significance 
in terms of' his purpose. 11 
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Hastorf and Oantril•s observations of the 1951 football game point 
to the distortion incurred when attitudes and prejudices interferred 
with description of a game. The article raises a question as to whether 
the scene would acquire significance if a person's attitudes did not ple\Y 
a part (1971, pp. 308-309): 
Of crucial importance is the fact that an •occurence 1 
on the football field or in arzy- other social si t\4d.tion does 
not become an experimental event unless and until some sig-
nificance is given to it; an •occurence 1 becomes an event 
~when the happening has significance. And a happening 
gener~ has significance o:n:cy- if it reactivates learned 
significances al.re~ registered in what -we have called a 
person's assumptive form world. 
The significance assumed. by different happenings for 
different people depend in large part in the purpose peo-
ple bring to the occasion and the assumption they have of 
the purposes and probable behavior ofthe peoP1einvolved. 
The event, then, is there to be observed and recorded. The event, 
no matter how mi.nor or innocuous, may be said to be significant to a 
reporter because he (1) has been sent to the scene and therefor~ 11must 11 
do his job or ( 2) the event is spontaneous and its occurence caught the 
reporter's interest. 
How the reporter happened upon the event is not as important here 
as what the person sees fit to record and not to record. It is here the 
person• s prejudices and biases influence reporting. 
Allport and Postman 
Before continuing with examples of faulty reporting, a brief word 
about the results of distorted infomation should be mentioned. As noted 
earlier, distorted reporting can lead to undesireable reactions from people. 
Rumors, falsifications and lies can be created and encouraged through 
dissemination of a distorted report on the pa.rt of a newspaperman. 
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With Figure 3, we illustrated how an event can become distorted on 
its Wa'3" to becoming a record of the hQppening. 1he person•s (Person A 
in the figure, for example) perception of the happening can becomd dis-
torted because his "internal noise 11 can ''block" out differences that 
make a difference. His transfer of information, therefore, (keep in mind 
the communicated message of Person A to Person B and B 1 s response in 
Figure 2), is not ''true to reality. n Hi th Person B receiving a distorted 
report from 11Au and adding his own biases and passing it on to Person c, 
we have the beginnings of a good rumor. 
Allport and Postman trace the development of rumor in their article 
11The Basic Psychology of Rumor" (Katz, 1954, p. 394). As a result of 
their studies, the researchers define two conditions for rumor formation. 
First, importance of the subject matter to the receiving population, and 
second, the lack of hard information about the subject material or its 
ambiguity. Allport and Postman state (Katz, 1954, p. 394): 
••• rumors concerning a given subject matter Will circulate 
within a group in proportion to the importance and the am-
biguity of this subject matter in the lives of individual 
members of the group. 
,Using the same slides in their rumor formation experiments as those 
in this study, they noted mechanisms that contribute to the distortion 
of information. 
The e:x;perimenters projected a test cartoon slide to a group of 
subjects, then asked a member of that group to describe the slide to 
another subject standing with his back to the screen so he could not see 
the slide. After having heard the description, the second subject would 
then be asked to repeat the description to another subject, etc. In the 
course of the repeated description, the experimenters noted how the des-
cription would differ from the reality of the slide. 
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Allport and Postman f O'Wld that not 011J¥ did the repetitions become 
. distorted with each telling, but the repetitions disintegrated even more 
with the passage of time. (Katz, 1954, p. 394). 
In their ana.J;ysis of the process, they found three mechanisms at 
work: leveling, sharpening, and assimilation. These inter-related func-
tions are d.ei'ined and studied more closely in relation to this study in 
Chapter IV. In summ.ary, Allport and Postman concluded 
Whenever a stimulus field is of potential importance to 
an individual, but at the same time unclear, or susceptible 
of divergent interpretations, a subjective structuring pro-
cess is started. Alt.hough the process is complex (involvlng 
as it does leveling, sharpening, and assimilation), its 
essential nature can be characterized as an effort to reduce 
the stimulus to a simple and meaningful structure that has 
adaptive significance for the individual in terms of his own 
interests and mperience. Tbe process begins at the moment 
the ambiguous situation is perceived, but the effects are 
greatest if memory intervenes. The longer the time that 
elapses after the stimulus is perceived, the greater the 
three£ old change is likely to be. Also, the *ore people in-
volved in a serial report, the greater the chc(i.nge is likely 
to be 1 until the rumor has reached an aphoristic brevity, 
and is repeated by rote. {Katz, 1954, p. 403). 
Rumor formation, as previously stated, can be a direct result of 
erroneous information if the circumstances of importance and ambiguity 
are present. As the previous stuey shows 1 even a supposedly accurate 
description of an event can be distorted upon repetition. It is even 
more important, therefore, that those entrusted with news dissemination 
be extremely care.ful in their observations and reporting so as to minimize 
the possibilities of widespread mis:inf ormation and rumor. 
Although a newsman can do nothing to minimize the importance of a 
news item {indeed, importance of the item is a criterion for presentation), 
he can do everything in his power to minimize its ambiguity.and increase 
his accuracy. The following case study is an example of observation and 
reporting that contributed to dissemination of ambiguous and potentially 
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hazardous inf'omation, 
The Kamer Commission, ordered by President l{yndon Baines Johnson 
to investigate reasons for civil disorders preV aJ.ent in the mid-1960 1 s, 
found media coverage 11£ailed to report adequatel;y on the causes and con-
sequences of civil disorders and the underlying problems of race ·relations 
(Kemer Commission, 1968, p, 363). 
Could the inaccurate and incomplete ·reporting occurring during this 
time period be caused by a lack of "consciousness awareness" on the part 
of reporters on the scene? Could training of journalists to recognize 
the existence of intemaJ. values that might affect their reporting pos-
sibly have alleviated same of the miS:in£ormation disseminated about dis-
orders? 
Investigating the accuracy of newspaper coverage through interviewing 
teclmiques, the Commission found that 11almost everyone had his own version 
of the truth, 11 and further that even some reporters and editors questioned 
their own accuracy in reporting (1968, p • .366): 
• • • maJV of the inaccuracies of fact, tone and mood were due 
to the failure of reporters and. editors to ask tough m1ough 
questions about official reports, and to appl;y the most rigor-
our st•ards possible on evaluating and presenting the news. 
More specific~, the Commission found events reported were often 
exaggerated in both mood and event. In anal;yzing media coverage, the 
Kerner Commission said (1968, PP• 364-36.5): 
••• ot the 955 television sequences of riot and racial news 
examined., 837 could be classified for predominant atmosphere' 
as either •emotional', •ca.JJn. 1 , or •normal. 1 ••• onl;y" a 
small portion of scenes anal;y"ze~ showed actual mob action, 
people looting, ~pers setting fires or being injured or 
killed. Moderate Negro leaders were shown more frequent]¥ 
than militant leaders on television news bitOadcasts ••• 
a.JJnost all of the deaths, injuries, and property damage oc-
curred in all-Negro neighborhoods, and thus the disorders 
were not •race-riots• as the term is general]¥ understood. 
The Commission goes on to sqy-: 
The media report and write from the standpoint of a white 
man's world. The ills of the ghetto, the difficulties of 
life there, the Negroes bu.riling sense of grievances, are 
seldom conveyed. Slights and indignities are a part of 
the Negroes dail\v life, and many of them come from what 
he now calla 1the white press •--a press that repeatedfy, 
if unconsoious)\y, reflects the biases, the paternalism, 
the indifferences of white America. This may be under-
5tandable but not exouseable in an institution that has 
the mission to inform and educate the whole.of our society. 
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The Commission's report is good reason in itself to require reporters 
to be trained and educated to realize their own values and attitudes and 
the possible influences they may have on reporting the day 1 s events. 
The reporter-observer, then, I11U.5t be able to over-ride his personal 
desires, feelings and attitudes to be able to reley to his readers an 
accurate as possible account of an occurence. Through training (see 
Figure 3) he should be conscious of his 11natural 11 tendency to stereotype 
people, places and objects and thus leave him open to assumptions and 
inferences. He mu.st keep an open mind, not allowing himself to slip into 
comfortable "feelings" of "knowing-it-all. 11 
The observer-reporter should remember he is the "eyes" and "ears" 
of his reader-viewers when he is at the scene of an event and as such 
mu.st communicate all he can to the best of his ability. He is Person A 
communicating to our Person B in Figure 2, and we, as his audience, want 
to know as much about Stimuli JS_ • • • Xn as possible without interference 
from the reporter's (person A) internal noise. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOIDGY, DF.sIGN, ANAIXSIS 
A testing procedure to measure degrees of descriptive accuracy 
between groups o£ journalism and non-journalism majors, and between groups 
of journaliSlll majors who had COl'llpleted a course in newswriting and those 
who had not, had to be designed. 
The instrument was based upon the William V. Haney Uncri tica.l Infer-
ence Test, which he used.to determine ane•s propensity to confuse ini'erence 
with observation. (See Appendix A) 
The Uncritical In.f'erence Test involves the reading of a brief story, 
after which the respondent is asked to answer several true or false ques-
tions. 
In his instructions, Haney emphasizes: 11.Answe~ ONIX on the basis of 
the information presented in the story. Refrain from answering as you 
might THJ:NK it happened. 11 
This same emphasis is critical :!Jo this study, since the respondents 
are to observe and describe what they SEE and not what they THINK they 
see. 
By comparing net means of the results of two or more respondents 
against each other, we are able to determine which group has the higher 
mean of descriptive accuracy. Or, put another way, which group tended 
more to confuse inference with observation. 
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The Test Instrument 
The four slides used are reproductions of a cartoon strip concerning 
Rumor Control published by the Anti-Defamation league of B •nai B 'rith 
(See Appendices B and C). The .ADLls Rumor Clinic is apparently adapted 
.from the Allport and Postman study discussed in Chapter II. 
The slides depict scenes which could be mis-interpreted. For example, 
in one scene, a white boy appears to be tald.ng a fruit while a black boy 
looks on, not taking part. A prejudiced observer might 11see 11 the black 
boy as the thie.f or 11assume 11 he encouraged the white boy to steal. Such 
asmun:ptions would be, of course, eIToneous. A correct answer would be 
simply to state that a cartoon figure of a white boy appears to be lifting 
what looks to be a piece of fruit from a vendor while a black boy lool'"..s 
in his direction (see Appendix B for slides and correct observations). 
The four slides are verbally described as follows: 
Slide A: A country scene with soldiers or partisans in combat pose. 
A 1'black 11 soldier is standing against a wall with a hc:ind grenade and 
looking toward the viewer. Near his feet are two soldiers, one with 
binoculars, the other with a rifle. In the background is a building 
which appears to be partiall:y destroyed, and two other prone figures 
with what appears to be a weapon aimed townrd the figures in the fore-
grO'lll'ld. At the bottom of the slide cartoon, a man is in prone position, 
either resting or wounded or ill. •ro his right can be seen a truck and 
a man running in the direction of the above person. To the slide 1s 
left is a sign showing the word 11Par:i.s, 18 J~. 11 
Slide B: A construction scene in what appears to be a commercial 
area. A man in world.ng clothes standing next;, to the building under con-
struction is holding a rope which is connected to a platform for raising 
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and lowering equipment, in this case, bricks; one of the bricks is fall-
ing from the plati'orm. 1'o the top of the slide can be seen the feet of 
another workman. To the left of the slide is a m<.111 in a suit walking 
awey from the construction scene. To the right of the slide are two 
pairs of people. The pair closest to the right edge are dressed in suits 
and one carries a briefcase, the pair closer to the middle of the slide 
appear to be dressed more casually. In the immediate foreground, a per-
son with a hat and cuffed world.ng gloves is pointing in a direction toward 
the construction work. 
Slide C. The slide shows what appears to be <~ fruit vending cart 
on a street comer. In the background are clothing shops and what appears 
to be a theater. Also, in the background is a policeman appearing to be 
running toward action in the foreground. In the foregro'Wld a white boy 
dressed in stripped shirt and shorts appears to be lifting a piece of 
fruit from the cart. The man behind the cart seems to be reaching toward 
the boy. To the white boy's right is another boy, black, with a sling 
shot hanging from his pocket. To the black •s right is a garbage can 
over-filled w.l.th trash. 
Slide D. The scene appears to take place on some type of public 
conveyance, perhaps a trolley car, bus or subwey. There are two central 
figures. One white man dressed in overalls, hat and holding a straight 
razor in the left hand is facing and pointing toward a taller black man 
dressed in a business suit and hat. The black is gesturing toward the 
white. In the background can be seen several pooplo sitting along a 
bench, some looking toward the two men and some not. The people have 
different characteristics; for instance, one is a woman with an infant, 
another appears oriontaJ.., and another appears to be dressed as a clergy-
man. Over the heads of people are several advertisements and through 
the windows of the conveyance can be seen a lamp-post, clock and build-
ings. 
The test subjects, a.t'ter viewing each slide for ten seconds, wrote 
what they saw in the slide. They were allowed five minutes to write 
after viewing each slide. The instructions given before each test were 
as follows: 
We are conducting, as a part of our program in media 
research, a preliminary study to determine how well people 
observe. During the next few minutes you will be shown 
four slides and asked to respond to each of them. Each 
slide will be shown for ten seconds, after which you will 
write a description of what you saw in the slide. You 
will have five minutes to write the description pefore the 
next slide is shown. Remember to report what you observe 
and not what you think you observe. Are there a..-ry questions? 
After the responses to the slides "Nere gathered,the subjects were 
asked to fill out a fifteen-i tern questionnaire concerning background 
information such as race, religion, social class, etc. The subjects were 
also asked if they had completed a course in basic news-writing (Intro-
duction to Newsroom Practice, JB 2113). This was used to classify the 
subjects into 11writing" and "non-writing" groups for anazysis. 
Of the fifteen demographic questions, the onzy ones used for quanti-
tative anazysis were the subject's major {journalism-broadcasting or non-
journalism-broadcasting), college class {Upper or Lower Division), and 
news-writing background (whether the respondent had completed the JB 2113 
course in basic newswriting.) 
Variables 
Three independent attribute variables, then, were gleaned from 
questiormaire data. They were: 
I. ColJ.ege Class 
1-a. Upper Division 
2-b. Lower Di vision 
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II. College Major 
2-a. JB Major 
2-b. Non-JB Major 
III. Newswriting Background 
3-a. JB 2ll3 Completed 
3-b. JB 2113 Not Completed 
Juxtaposition ot the three variables by their levels comprises a 
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Figure 4. Factorial AnaJ.ysis Paradigm Showing 
Juxtaposition of Attitude Variable 
levels 
However, due to some sniall and higlicy' unequal numbers of respon-
dents in sOille of the cells of Figure 4, multivariate analysis was limited 
and h~ to give wey to simple analysis of differences between some groups, 
as explained in the next chapter. 
Due to limitations cited above, oacy the following lzypothesis were 
tested: 
1. JB majors will tend to report more accurat'e:cy- the events 
portreyed. in the cartoons than will non-journalism majors. 
2. Upper division JB majors will tend to report more accurately 
the events portrqed in the cartoon slides than will lower 
division JB majors. 
3. JB majors who have comple'.l;ed the basic newswriting course, JB 
2ll31 will tend to report more accurate:cy the events portrayed 
in the cartoons slides than will JB majors who have not com.-
plated JB 2113. 
4. JB majors who have not completed the. basic newswriting course 
JB 2ll3, will tend to report more accurate]¥ events portreyed 
in the cartoon slides than will non-JB majors who have not com-
pleted the course. 
5. Upper division students will tend to report more accuratel;y the 
events portrqad in the cartoon slides than upper division stu-
dents who have not completed the course. 
Actual]¥, lzypothesis 1 and 2 comprise an interaction lzypotheses, 
since College class and College major were analyzed simultaneously in a 
2 x 2 factorial paradigm, shown in Figure 4. 
The Sample 
The non-randomized sample comprised 300 students at Oklahoma State 
University. A little more than 50 percent (174) were journalism and/or 
broadcasting majors, taken from JB 2113, Introduction to Newsroom Practice; 
JB 3331 Publications Editing; and JB 1013, Introduction to Mass Oomm.unica-
tions. 
The 126 non-journalism subjects were drawn from Sociology lll3, 
Introduction to Sociology, and Political Science 4053, World Politics • 
.Analysis 
So far as possible, accuracy scores Were subjected to factorial 
anaJ.ysis to test the effects and interaction of assigned variables such 
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as Class standing and major field of study. 
Anal.1'sis of scores from Figure 3 would determine art:!' differences 
between the mean reportorial. acauracy of (1) Upper and :tower Glassman 
subjects, and (2) journalism and non-journalism majolt's, and those who 
had, or had not, completed JB 2llJ. Equally important, the ana4rsis 
would. reveal bow reportial accuracy of journalism majors varied depend-
ing upon class standing, and/or writing uperienoe. But, as mentioned 
earlier some of these differences and interaction could not be deter-
mined. ~ the relatiansh:i.ps stated in the lzypotbeses could be tested. 
CHAPTER. IV 
FINDINGS 
On'.cy two of the three independent vanables could be compared at 
one time in data ana'.cysis, due to an insu:t:ficient number of respondents 
in some categories. 
College major (JB-non-JB) was juxtaposed wlth Class (upper-lower 
divisions). However, respondents who had COITqJleted the basic newswriting 
course, JB 2ll3, as well as those who had not, were not sufficiently 
evenly distributed among all Class and Newswriting levels, as pointed 
out later. 
The reader is reminded that all mean accuracy scores reported here-
inatter are ~ accur& scores. That is, the number of incorrect state-
ments of "fact" about cartoon events were sUbtracted from the number of 
correct statements for each respondent. For example, if a person reported 
10 correct 11f acts 11 and 13 incorrect, his net accuracy score was minus 
three. 
Reporting Accuracy by Glass Standing 
And College Major 
Of the 300 respondents, 174 were JB majors and 126, non-JB majors. 
Of those 300, 198 were of Lower division standing and 102 Upper division. 
The research question behind hypothesis number one involved the 
relationship between College major and Class standing. Both Upper and 
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wwer division JB majors were expected to report more accurately the 
events portra;red in the cartoons than were non-JB majors. The hypothesis 
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JB majors netted a minus J.66 in mean reporting accuracy, compared 
with minus 6.19 by non-JB majors. This means that both groups reported 
more incorrect facts than correct, on the average, but non-JB majors 
much more so (F=-13.75, p<.61, df'=l/298). Examples of incorrect facts 
due to leveling, sharpening and assimilation of information will be dis-
cussed later in this chapter. 
Jtrpothesis number 2 stated that Upper division JB majors would report 
more accurately than those in Lower division. Table I shows no more than 
a cha.nee difference of .40. Upper division JB majors reported with a 
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mean accuracy o£ minus 3.47, compared with lower division's minus 3.8,5. 
Though the dif.f'eranoe between Upper and Lower division respondents' 
reporting accuracy did not exceed change (-4.48 v.5.,36, F:.;; .61, p:. .05, 
elf== 1/298), interaction between College major and Class was significant -
(F ~ 13.54, p < • Ol, elf ":&. J/298). Interactive effect most]¥ was due to the 
higher number of' report.ing inaccuracies by Lower division non-JB majors 
(minus 6.88), c~ared with Lower division JB majcrs (minus 3.85). 
Report.ing Accuracy by College Maj or 
And Newswriting Background 
On:cy- 66 of the 300 respondents had und.ergone the basic newswri ting 
course, JB 2113. All were JB majors. Of those 66, nine were J.Dwer 
division and 57 Upper. Due to wide disparity in numbers of' respondents 
between Upper and !Qwer divisions who had conq:>leted JB 2113, nm.ltiple or 
interaction }\Vpotheses were untestable. Simple variance anacyses were 
conducted. 
From }\ypothasis number three, the author expected JB majors with the 
JB 2113 background to report cartoon events more accurate]¥ than JB majors 
not having completed the course. The latter, in turn, would report lllOre 
accurate:cy than non-JB majors who had not completed JB 2113. This was 
b;ypothesis number f'our. 
The :mean reporting acOu.ra.cy of minus 5. 73 for JB majors without the 
basic newswriting course differs significant~ .from that of' JB majors 
who had completed the course (F: 31.64, p < .01, df"=- 1/172). Even JB 
majors who had not completed JB 2113 recorded a significant~ lesser 
number of incorrect cartoon 11f' acts 11 than non-majors ( -5. 7 3 v -6. 72, 
F :: 5.67, p< .05, elf~ 1/232). 
TABIE II 
MEAN REPORTING ACCURACY OF JB AND NON-JB MAJORS 
BY COLLIDE MAJOR AND WRITING BACKGIWUND 
Writing 
Dackgrcnmd 
JJJ 2113 Completed 
JB 2113 Not Completed 
College 11.ajor 
JB Haj or Non-JB Maj or 
-4.32 None · 
-5.73 -6.72 
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Again, we see JD majors holding the edge on reporting accuracy over 
non-majors, with the greater oocuracy being evident among JB majors who 
had some_newswriting background. 
Reporting Accuracy by Class and 
Newswri ting Background 
Because of disparate distribution of subjects by Class and Writing 
Bookground, lzypothesis number five simply stated that Upper division 
respondents having had JB 2113 would report more accurately than Upper 
division students with no newswriting background. Mean oocurooy scores 
are shown in Table 3. As it turned out, all the Upper division respon-
dents with newswri ting experience were JD majors. Those with no exper-
ience were non-JB majors. In essence, then, the author was comparing 
Upper division JB and non-J"B majors. 
The mean reporting accuracy of minus 6.64 by Upper division students 
with no ne·wswriting background was significantly less than the minus 
4.07 accuracy count by Upper division writing students (F-5.23, p < .05, 
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df=-l/100). This is the same as SC\Y"ing Upper division JB majors with 
writing background reported more accurate]¥ than Upper division non-JD 
majors. 
I.ewer diviS:ion writing and non-writing students could not be compared, 
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Of the five testable hypotheses in this study, four were supported. 
To sum up, JB majors tended to report more accurate]¥ ·the events 
portrcved in the cartoons. Furthermore, JB majors who had completed the. 
basic newswriting course reported with higher fidelity- than JB majors 
who had not completed JB 2ll3. Hawever, JB majors with no newswriting 
nperience were more accurate observers than non-majors. Fina.JJ¥, Upper 
division JB majors with writing nperience tended to stick more with the 
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facts than Upper division non-majors, none of whom had done any news-
writing, 
Contrary to by"pothesis number two, Upper division JB majors with 
writing eJCperience did not report more accurately tha:n lower Division 
Jll majors--only nine of .whom had had arzy- newswriting eJ1perience, The 
author turns now to analysis of the reporting innaccuracies that lie 
beyond the quantitative presented thus· far. 
Response Analysis 
It should be reca1led that, for this investigation, subjects were 
asked to respond in essay form to events portrayed in four slides which 
they viewed for ten seconds each. ThS'J were asked on:cy- to describe what 
they saw in each slide. However, the a:nswers obtained were not olicy" des-
criptions but in almost every instance, more assuraptions and inference-
based interpretations were included, as shown by the minus accuracy scores. 
In other words, instead of an accurate detailed description, the 
respondents revealed what the slide represented to thnm; and in doing so ,. 
distorted "facts" presented in the slide, or added some •. 
In Chapter II, a stu.Czy- in the psychology of rumor by Allport a:nd 
Postman was summarized. In their findings, they classified the causes 
of rumor distortion into three integrated areas. In examining the sub-
ject • s responses, we can find examples of leveling, sharpening and 
assimilation, 
_.Leveling ~ Sharnening 
Allport and Postman define leveling in the f'ollow:ing manner (Katz 
1954, p, 398): 
· As rumor travels, it tends to grow shorter, more concise, 
more easi:cy-grasped and told. In Silccessive versions, fewer 
words are used and fewer details are mentioned. 
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I.n our investigation, repetition of the :in.formation was not required. 
So leveling as defined above could not occur, but we can see its beginnings 
in sharpening (Katz j 1954;; P• 399h 
We mq define sharpening as the selective perception, 
retention and reporting of a limited number of details . from 
a larger context. Sharpening is inevitab:cy- the reciprocal 
o:t leveling. The one cannot exist without the other, for 
what little remains after leveling has taken place is by con-
trast una.voidab~ featured. 
By reporting the events in a story form, the subjects rearu.:cy- give 
evidence of sharpening. The inclusion of details in their interpretations 
of what happened, the deletion of details that they cOuld not orient to 
their underst.anding and the inclusion of details that were asswmned to bo 
present, helped put reported observations in a meaningful light to the 
subject. But at the same time description moves further awey from events 
portreyed. 
For example, in one slide, a combat situation was depicted (See 
App. B, Slide A). Instead of a description of the scene, releying facts 
of observation,, a 19""Yea.r-old Engineering sophomozie responded as follows: 
' . ··~ 
There are four boys pl¢ng al'll13'• Two were in front of 
a broken dmm brick wall shooting guns. They were white. 
One black was si ttillg on a partial wall getting reactr to 
throw a hand grenade. The fourth boy was white and was lying 
down in back of the two boys who were shooting. He looks as 
if he was ill or was plqing like he was wounded. 
Although the respondent did get the over-all position of the char-
acters correct:cy-, he left out background details such as a building, two 
other 11soldiers 11 shooting back,, a supp:cy- truck and an air oxplosion (which 
ll1tzy' be interpreted as the sun). 
He has made several asS'llm'Ptions, leaving out details and only picking 
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up those which he can relate to his om orientation. i·nzy- was the story 
interpreted to be . boys 1'pleying a.t'n\Y' 11 instead of a real-live depiction of 
men in combat, Details which would separate the real life depiction from 
the play acting were left out. other subjects also interpreted the slide 
as other than an actual combat scene, seying it was an anrzy- "exercise 11 or 
from a television program, 
Another exmnple of extreme sharpening m.!:\V be seen in a response to 
slide D (See App. B). An 18-year-old male accounting sophomore gave the 
:following report: 
I see a group of people doing their everydCJ¥ thing ai'ter 
work. The two men standing are discussing a controversial 
subject like football. The interaction between the people is 
close to zero. I guess they are just scared to talk to each 
other. · 
Contrast ·the above with this response by a 19-year-old female busi-
ness sophomore (see App. B, Slide D): 
This is a train that has just picked up two people. 
There seems to be a problem though. There is micy' one va-
cant seat left. It happens that the two people that just 
got on, one is white and one is colored. Host of the 
people are anxious~ awaiting to see who will get to sit in 
the seat. Some other passengers are minding their om busi-
ness. Same are reading a newspaper. The colored man is in 
suit clothes while the white man is in mrk clothes. 
Quite a difference in reporting the same scene, from passivity to 
potential conflict. Both leave out details and add others to improve 
their comprehension of the scene. In the second description, the respon-
dent added a vacant seat, made an assumption the public conveyance is a 
train, and has attributed anxiety to most of the people who await an out-
come of the assumed conflict between the "colored" and the white. 
Allport and Postman indicate that "although sharpening occurs in 
every protocol, the same items are not alwey-s 811i>hasized" (Katz, 1954,, 
P• 399). 
In the above description# the two men seem to be the center of con-
troversy, but in the following description by an 18-fea.r-old female 
Radio•Televisicm-Film freshman, the surrounding people take up most 0£ 
her attention (see App. B, Slide D): 
Two men arguing with spectators. On one side a blonde 
lad;r and a blcm&!t man with a blaok man. On the other side a 
black haired apathetic .tat man, a bearded man, a young blonde 
l&V, and an older la.ctr. 
While in most of the responses the subjects indicated the two men 
arguing it is unuSl18.l that this subject would have them arguing with 
the spectators. 
Other examplee give detailed information as to what street the 
transport vehicle is passing, the advertising on the walls and what time 
is illustrated on the clock in the background. Other subjects detail 
clothes the subjects were wearing. 
For instance, the smaller man carrying the straight razor (see App. 
B, Slide D) is described by one subject as "a white man, obvious4' a 
laborer clad in overalls and other pieoes of clothing ... 
Another subject reports, "the man with the barbering razor is wear-
ing the clothes of a plumber or a carpenter." No clothing detail is 
reported by any of the tested subjects in describing the spectators in 
Slide D. Although Allport and Postman indicated the same items are not 
alwqs described, all our subjects concentrated on the two men's dress 
in Slide D. In the other three slides, wearing apparal was not as impor-
tant, and the subjects varied in their degree of description of clothing. 
(Sea App. B). 
The same subject which described the clothing of the ''Plumber" above, 
did not go into such detail in other slides. In Slide o, which depicts 
actions of two small bo;rs, the subject describes them anJ3 as 11two small 
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kids, black and white. 11 
A§Similation 
This phenomenon deals more readily with internal values and attitudes 
of the observer/reporter and is linked closely with leveling and sharp-
ening. Allport and Postman state (Katz, 1954, p. 401): 
It is apparent that both leveling and sharpen:ing are 
selective processes. But what is it that leads to the 
obliteration of same details and pointing up of others; 
and what accounts for all transpositions, importµtions, 
and other falsifications that mark the course of rumor. 
The answer is to be found in the process of assimilation, 
which has to do with the powerful attractive forces 
exerted upon rumor by habits, interests, and sentiments 
existing ?:.!!, ~ listener 1 s ~· -
Herein lies the foundation of this investigation; that internal 
attitudes, interests and prejudices affect the observer/reporter's ability 
to record adequately an event without producing distortion. It is through 
these processes of leveling, sharpening and assimilation that reports ere 
distorted, thus, compounding the problem of reporting events accurately. 
Assimilation occurs under various tenses. Items may become leveled 
or sharpened to fit the general theme of a story, to make it consistent 
and more plausible. Falsifications may occur to fill in a gap which 
exists in the scene. Items may be distorted through condensation. That 
is, instead of remembering two or more items, the subject may group them 
into one. For example, on a subway, advertising cards along the top m.;w 
be labeled as a billboard. They have Leen condensed, losing their indi-
vidual identities as advertisements. 
Assimilation by expectation occurs when the subject imports facts 
or changes some to match his ow.n "expectations. 11 :cllport and Postman 
use an example concerning the supply truck in the comb at cartoon (See App. 
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B-, Slide A). They found the supply truck that supposed:cy- carried WllllIWli-
tion was changed to an ambulance or Hed Cross tru.ck by their subjects, 
''because it was e.:x:pected. 11 (Katz, 1954, p. 401) 
Subjects in this study usua..1.1¥ failed to mention it. 'fhose who did, 
classified it as a "troop carrier, 11 or simple said it was "a truck." 
Linguistic habits and prejudice Jink to become major contributors 
to distortion;t which usua.J.JJ seems to manifest i tseli' in stereotyping. 
In one previously quoted example (description of spectators in Slide D, 
App. B), a cartoon character has become 11 an apathetic fat man. 11 
Linguistic forms and stereotyping seem to occur in almost every 
response studied. However, when these forms a.re compared with Allport 
and Postman's results (Katz, 1954), a shift in stereotyping or character 
representation is found. Perhaps because of today's emphasis on civil 
liberties, e.:x:posure of students to minority problems, or any number of 
e.:x:planations, the emphasis portraying the black man as a villain has 
lessened. 
To illustrate, Slide D (See App. B); which depicts a white and black 
man in a public conveyance, Allport and Postman indicate (Katz, 1954, 
P• 402): 
The most spectacular of all our assimilative distortions 
is the finding that, in more than half of our experiments, a 
razor moves from a white man's hand to a Negro hand. This re-
sults in a clear instance of stereotyped e.xpectancy. Black 
men are •supposed to carry razors, 1 white men a.re not. 
In this study, the subjects 1'kept 11 the razor in the hands of the 
white man, but another perspective was evident--the w~te man became the 
aggesssor. 
Im 18-year-old, Radio-TV-Film fresl:un.an reports (See App. B, Slide 
D): 
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A white man with a razor is accosting a black man. The 
little man with the razor is wearing the clothes of a plumber 
or carpenter while the black man is wearing a business suit 
and appears appalled by the little man's. outburst. 
A 22-year-old Political Science senior wrote (See 11..pp. 13, Slide D): 
• • • a Negro and a whl. te guy ar)out to get into a fight. 
The Negro is trying to reason like alwcys, and the whl.te guy 
is starting it, just like alwcys. 
' 
Another example by a 20-year-old Journalism sopi10more (See App. B, 
Slide D): 
1'..n aggressive white tr.ring to badger a calm black. The 
white, in cap and overalls, is holding a club in his right 
hand while pointing a finger at the neatly dressed ••• 
black. 
Although the razor changed to the club in the above example, the 
white man remains the aggressor. Another example includes not only 
aggression but rationale for it, thus filling in gaps in the stimulus 
(See App. D, Slide D): 
In a streetcar, there is an argument taking place be-
tween a white laborer and a black business man. For some 
reason, the argument might be about the laborers jealousy_ 
of' the success of the black businessmen. 
That stereotyping of characters has shifted in recent years mcy be 
concluded by these examples. They are not peculiar-lties found in a few 
responses but are found throughout the 300-subject sample, without regard 
to the subjects' college classification, major or training in basic 
reporting. Although few of the respondents were Negro or of any other 
race than Caucasian, distortions silllilar to the above appeared in their 
responses also. 
A few subjects seeme4 to leave the events as depicted on the slide 
and ventu,:t"ed into philosopey, reporting the characters in symbolic language. 
A 20-wear-old female Wildlife Oomnrunications major described the 
combat scene (See .App. D, Slide !..) as 11a black soldier leading a· war 
on an old, established church. (underlining is the subject's) -
An 18..,.ear-old male Radio-TV-Film freshman reported. the ·same scene 
in the following manner (See App. B, Slide A)a 
The forces of evil (war) combating against the elements 
of good (the church). Picture showed evil forces taking com-
mand, as the church was in poor condition • • • gutted. 
It sho1ild be noted that on:cy- slides A and D (the combat slide and 
the two men on the public conveyance, See App. B) seemed to elicit re-
sponses where 1.ma.gination seemed to override descriptive portrqal. 
Although miStakes in observation and reporting were made in Slides B and 
01 the two slides apparentq were not as susceptible to such innovative 
descriptions. 
There were instances of extreme:cy- detailed reporting, added details 
not apparent in the slide. In describing Slide A, an 18-year-old male 
freshman History major wrote (see App. B, Slide B): 
Attack on a stone building. Three American soldiers in 
their position behind a destroyed. house wall, 12 1 x 9 1 • The 
wall has a shell or bomb . hole about 6 • x 6 1; in the center. 
Two soldiers are lqing down a covering fire or a.re firing 
at distinct targets. The third, possib:cy- black, is about to 
commit suicide by standing up in the hole exposing not onq 
his bocf3' but his head above the top of the wall, a position 
that few survive. The two soldiers :qing prone have helmets, 
the third doesn•t. 
The respondent could not have known the nationality of the soldiers 
depicted in the slide, nor could he have known the dimensions of the 
house or wall. 
Background intorm.ation·reported on the questionnaire by the subjects 
is not suf'ticient to anaqze motivating forces behind the subject 1s re-
sponses. However, judging by these responses, it seems some type of 
rigorous conscious awareness program is needed to increase accuracy in 
reporting an event. Journalism. students Should be trained to observe and 
report without allowing distortion to occur to the degree represented in 
stated examples. Although perfection in accurate reporting is an unob-
tainable goal, student reporters should at least be made aware of the 
mechanisms contributing to biased and prejudiced reports. Perhaps in 
this wq we can minim ze inaccurate observations and reporting. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND REOOMMENDA.TIONS 
This stud;r sought to detexmine if a difference existed in degree of 
descriptive or reporting accuracy between groups of journalism and non-
journalism majors, between journalism majors classi.i.fied as Upper or 
Lower classmen, and between groups who had completed. a course in jouma-
lism writing and those who had not. 
A non-randomized sampi. of 300 students was selected and administered 
an instrument designed to test the influence of the following variables 
upon their accuracy in reporting. 
I. College Classification: Upper division and Lower division 
II. College Majors Journalism. or non-Journalism. 
III. Newswri ting Background: JB 2ll3 completed or JB 2ll3 not 
conpleted 
Of the 300 respondents, 174 were JB majors and 126 were non-JB 
majors. Of the 3001 198 w.ere lower division standing and 102 upper 
division standing. 
All subjects were subjected to a series of f'our slides (see App. B) 
end asked to describe what they saw illustrated. The slid.es were designed 
to elicit aD3' biased or prejudiced response from the viewer. It was ex-
pected that journalism majors would report on1;r description of the slides 
and not include their inferences or interpretations of the slides. 
Responses were tabulated as net scores, i.e., incorrect observations 
were subtracted tram correct observations. Factorial and simple anacysis 
of variance were used to determine if significant differences existed 
between the group's net reporting accuracies. 
~ 10 percent, or 30 of the 300 respondents, received positive 
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net scores. Al.l others received negative net scores, indicating substan-
tial inability among the subjects to differentiate between observation 
and inference in their reporting. Even allowing for error in design and 
testing, such a high percentage of negative net scores tends to indicate 
that most people imtra.ined in techniques of observation have a tendency 
to ooniUse observations with inference. 
1\v'Pothesis-Related Findings 
Five testable lzypotheses were presented and four of them were 
supported by data analysis. Keeping the above listed variables in mind, 
it was found that Upper and :Wwer divisions journalism majors reported 
the cartoons more accurate:cy- than did non-JB majors, supporting eypo-
thesis number one. JB majors were expected to observe and report events 
more aoourate:cy- than nan.-JB majors possib]¥ because of their interest in 
the field ( self'-selection) and tra.i n; ng. 
It would follow then, that Upper division JB majors would probab]¥ 
report more accurate]¥ than :Wwer division JB majors due to their advanced 
training. However, the difference in net reporting accuracy was no more 
than could be expected by chance, indicating no significant difference 
between the reporting accuracy of Upper and :Wwer division JB majors, 
contrary to J:vpothesis two. 
Ana.1'1sis did indicate interaction betwem class standing and college 
major. The higher number of inaccuracies among lower division responses 
was due to non-JB majors. There was no signi.f'icant difference between 
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the reporliing aoauracr of Upper and lower division JB majors, despite 
the .tact that c:ml1' nine ot the lower division students had completed 
basic newswr:lting. All Upper division JB majors had completed JB 2113. 
It was ~othesized that JB majors who had completed baaic news-
writing JB 21131 weuld be better reporters than JB majors who had not 
completed the course. · Sco~s supported. tbs :tvPothesis. 
Belt-selection mq have had an influence upon eypothesis number 
f'our in which the author f'elt JB majors not having completed JB 2ll3 
would still be better reporters than non...JB majors. Simple anaqsis of' 
variance tended to support this assumption. 
JVpothesis number five compared. Upper division students who com-
pleted the JB 2ll3 w:i. th Upper division students who had not completed 
the course in another attempt to determine the va.J..ue of JB 2ll3 in the 
JB currioul'Wll. It was found the Upper division students· who completed 
JB 2113 reported more aocurate:cy. 
Although JB majors tended to report more a.ocurate:cy, they still had 
an axceeding:cy high number of reporliing errors. It is d.all.btful in this 
data if JB 2113 can give a strang accounting for 8lJ3" relative'.cy' higher 
reporting aocuraa,y. If' journalism. majors do tend to report more aocu-
rate:ey- than majors in other fields, the author suggests that self-
selection tact.ors may- be involved, wherein same persons with chara.oter-
istice and/ or background who related more accurate observation ma;y have 
selected journalism. as their field of st~. 
I.n ana:cy-z:tng individual responses to the slides, the author :round. 
evidence of' J.evel:i.Dg, sharpening am. assimilation as described by A~ort 
and Postman in their st'udl' of' 11The Basic Psychology of Rumor", mentioned 
in Chapters II and IV (Katz, 1954). 
It was i'ound in a.Jmost every :instance of reporting respondents 
included assumptions and inf'erences about activities depicted in the 
cartoon elides (see App. B). 
The respandan.ts, then, revealed what the slides represented to them 
and added or deleted details, presumably to fit their frames-of•reference. 
In Chapter II some of the problems behind objective reporting were 
discussed. Cases wre presented. to show the intlusnce a persons .:feelings 
can have on his perception and reporting of an event. In reviewing se-
lacted reapcmdents 1 answers the author revealed 11internal noise" at work; 
the student WGUld fill in "gaps" in the cartoons to make them be more 
meaningful to him. He woul.d delete,, overlook,, or add facts to meet his 
11stereotypes"1 his "expeotations 11, and his own "feelings" about the car-
toons as he ''perceived" them. to be. The reader should realize that 
reasons for inaccuracies are inferred from the Allport and Postman 
studies (Katz 1 1954). The author did not gather such in:f'ormation from 
the respondents. 
It mq be concluded, then, according to findings in this study, 
that (1) overall, the respondents did lass than ad&quate jobs of separa;b:ing 
"facts" from their own "inf'erencesu,, and delivered. more interpretation 
than description of the cartoons; (2) th.at JB majors,, possibly b~ause 
of sel.t-selection and tra.in.:lng1 can report facts more acourate:cy- than 
their non-joumaliam oriented contanporaries; but that (3) while JB 2ll3 
probab:cy- ocntribu.ted to the success of some JB majors in reporting, it 
is still not sufficient in min:Lmizillg reportillg inaccuracies. The author 
poin'ba out, hoN8ver, that JB tra:in:ing composes sources other than JB 
2ll3. 
Recommendations 
Therefore, the following recommendations are made: 
(1) That an exam:i nation of JB 2ll3, Introduction to Newsroom 
Practice be conducted as to course content to determine what is being 
done to trai.Jl JB majors to take into account their tendencies to make 
inferences and interpret facts according to their own values. 
coursework of a 11ccm.sciousness oi' awareness11 program to increase future 
reporters understanding of the influance his "intemal noise" or values 
ma;r have on his reporting aocuraay. Journalism students shouJ.d be 
trained to observe and report without allowing distortion to occur to 
the degree represented in the examples stated in this investigatitm 
(Chapter IV, Response Anal1'sis, page 3.3•) Although perfect accuracy 
in reporting is an tm0bta:inable goal, student reporters should at least 
be made aware of the mechanism . contributing to biased and prejudiced 
reporting, perhaps in this wq reporting of inaccuracies and distortions 
can at least be m:i nimi zed. 
The 11cc:msoiousness of awareness" program should be based primarily 
cm the differences in the structure of language and reality and sound 
research methodology, includ:illg familiarization of the student with 
theories of tb8 ps,yohology of rumor (as proposed by J~ort and Postman, 
Katz, 19S4) and tl:Je effecrba ''biased" reporting can have on the society 
at large (Ker.Der Oommissian, 1968). 
(3) Since the au.th.or feels JB 2lJJ to be a critical course in the 
JB majors program, and since it has been found. JB majors do not usuaJ47 
enroll in JB 2ll3 mtil their junior year (according to the completed 
qaestierm.ail"es) 1 the course can al.so be used to santhesize knowledge 
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they have gained not ~ in the JB curriculum but in other areas 0£ 
their university education. Mass commmicaticma law, principles of mass 
oOIDDIUDicatians theory, and the application of such courses as psychology, 
sociology, economics, and political science to the field of journalism 
would be desireable. 
'l'his would, of course, require instruotors to teach a well-rounded 
synthesis of what it is to be charged with the responsibility of reporting 
the dq • s events a.ccurate:cy-. 
It is hoped this investigation's findings will stress to those in 
decision-ma.king roles the need £CYJ:' a di££erent and higher quality in the 
OSU-JB and., no doubt, ll1aJV' other schools 0£ journalism throughout the 
Camltry • 
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·WILLIAM V. HANEY'S UNCIUTICAL INFERENCE TEST 
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THE UNCRITICAL INFERENCE ~ST Name: _______ _ 
~ by 
~· W"dliam V. Haney, Ph.D. 
~~ ~==ty 0\Y INSTRUCTIONS 
This test is designed to determine your ability to think accurately and carefully. Since it is very 
probable that you have never taken this type of test before, failure to read the instructions 
EXTREMELY CAREFULLY may lower your score. 
I. You will read a brief story. Assume that all of the information presented in the story is definitely 
accurate and true. Read the story carefully. You may refer back to the story whenever you wish. 
2. You will then read statements about the story. Answer them in numerical order. DO NOT GO BACK 
to fill in answers or to change answers. This will only distort your test score. 
5. After you read carefully each statement, determine whether the statement is: 
a. "T" - meaning: On the basis of the information presented in the story the statement is DEFl--
NIT ELY TRUE. 
b. "'F" - meaning: On the basis of the information presented in the story the statement is DEFI-
NITELY FALSE. . 
c. "?" - meaning: The statement MAY be true (or false) but on the basis of the information pre-
sented in the story you cannot be definitely certain. (If any part of the statement is doubtful, mark 
the statement"?".) 
4. Indicate your answer by circling either "T" or "F" or "?" opposite the statement. 
SAMPLE TEST 
THE STORY 
The only car parked in front of 619 Oak Street is a black one. The words, "James M. Curley~ M.D.," 
are spelled in small gold letters across the left front door of that car. 
Statements About the Story 
l. The color of the car in front of 619 Oak Street is black. 
2. There is no lettering on the left front door of the car parked in front of 619 Oak Street. 
!I. Someone is ill at 619 Oak Street. 
4. The black car parked in front of 619 Oak Street belongs to James M. Curley. 
5. REMEMBER: Answer ONLY on the basis of the information presented in the story. Refrain from 
answering as you think it MIGHT have happened. Answer each statement in nu-
merical order. Do not go back to fill in or to change answers. 
Copyright 1955, 1964, 1967 by William V. Haney 
ORDER MORE COPIES OF THIS TEST FR<M US (20¢ F.ACH, MINIMUM ORDER 5 COPIES): 
ISGS 1 540 P~ELL STREET t SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94108. ASK FOR A FREE COPY OF 
OUR PUBLICATIONS CATALOGUE ON SEMANTICS AND JMPROVING C<HIUNICATION. . . 
STORY (A) 
A certain west coast university scientist chartered a ship for exploration purposes. When a large white 
bird was sighted the scientist asked permission to kill it. He stated that white albatrosses are usually 
found only off the coast of Australia. He wanted the bird as a specimen for the university museum. 
The crew protested against the killing of the bird, calling the scientist's attention to the old sea super· 
stition that bad luck followed the killing of a white albatross. 
Nevertheless the captain granted permission to kill the bird and the bird was killed. These mishaps 
happened after the bird was killed: 
The net cables fouled up three times. 
The net caught on the bottom and was ripped to shred.s. 
The shaft on the main winch snapped and it took the crew members five hours to reel in by hand 
l,700 feet of cable. 
A rib was broken when Jackie Larson, a scientific aide, fell down a hatch ladder. 
The scientist became seasick for the first time in his life. 
Lost gear forced the ship to head for land. 
The cook left his job. 
Statements About Story A 
1. The scientiat had never been aeaaick before. 
2. ·The purpose of the voyage wa1 primarily pleasure and 1ight-1eeing. 
5. The atory liata varloua incidenta which follow the killing of a bird. 
f, After the scientilt ahot the albatroll the trouble• happened. 
5. No acienti1t'1 name wu mentioned in the 1tory. 
6. The scientiat wu aurprlaed to aee a white 1lbatro11 in the vicinity. 
0 F ? 
T (j) ? 
f) F 
:~ T T 
T F {j) 
7. The acientiat waa not from a univenity or college. T · (!;) . ? 
8. The scientiat asked the captain for pennisaion to kill the bird. T ~(!JV 
9. It took the aew membera lesa than five minutea to reel in the aeventeen hundred feet of cable. T v(9 ,0 
JO. A Jost gear made it necessary for the ahip to return to the weat coaat. -@' F GJy' 
T&RJ 11. Fortunately, the net cables n~er fouled up. 
12. A ship was chartered by a scientist. 
15. The net was ripped on the bottom of the aea. 
14. The cook was fired becauae of his objection to the killing of the bird. 
15. I.anon broke a leg. 
16. After the bird wu killed the mishap1 occurred. 
17. The white albatrou was sighted near Auatralia. 
i/@ F$ 
T F 0· 
F (j)V 
F 0 





Babe Smith has been killed. Police have rounded up six suspects, all of whom are known gangsters. All 
of them are known to h~ve been. near the sce.ne of the killing at the approximate time that it occurred. 
All had subs~~tial motives for wantin~ Smith killed. However, one of these suspected ganpten, Slinky 
&.ID. has positively been cleared of guilt. 
Statements About Story B 
1. Slinky Sam is knowri .to ha~ been near the scene of the killing of Babe Smith. 
2. All six of the rounded-up gangsters were known to have been near the scene of the murder. 
5. Only·Slinky Sam has been cleared of guilt. 
4. All six of the rounded-up suspects were near the scene of Smith's killing at the aproximate time 
that it took place. 
5. The police do not know who killed Smith. 
6. All six suspects are known to have been near the scene of foul deed. 
7. Smith's murderer did not confess of his own free will. 
8. Slinky Sam was not cleared of guilt. 

















A business man had just turned olf the lights in the store when a man appeared and demanded money. 
The owner opened a cash register. The contents of the cash register were scooped up and the man sped 
away. A member of the police force was notified promptly. 
Statements About Story C 
l. A man appeared after the owner had turned off his store lights. 
2. The robber was a man. 
5. The man who appeared did not demand money. 
4 •. The man who opened the cash register was the owner. 
5. The store-owner scooped up the contents of the cash regi*ler and ran away. 
6. Someone opened a cash register. 
7. After the man, who demanded the money, scooped up the contents of the cash regi1ter, he 
ran away. 
8. While the cash register contained money, the story does not state how much. 
~9. The robber demanded money of the owner. 
10. The robber opened the cash register. 
11. After the store lights were turned off a man appeared. 
12. The robber did not take the money with him. 
15. The robber did npt demand mPney pf the owner. 
14. The owner opened a cash register; 
15. The age of the store-owner was not revealed in the story. 
16. Taking the contents pf the cash register with him, the man ran out pf the store. 
17. The story concerns a series pf events in which onl>: three pers!>ns are referred to: the owner of 
the stPre, .a man whP demanded money, and a member of the police force •. 
18. The follPwin~ events were included in the story: someone demanded money, a cash register 
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18. When an albatross was sighWl flying near the ship the scientist asked permission to kill it. 
19. The net was not damaged. 
20. The troubles happenCd after the albatross was i killed. 
21. The scientist was less influenced by the old sea superstition than were the memben of 
the C:rew. 
22. The ship, propelled by a motor, was in difficulty after the gear broke. 
23. Permission to kill the bird was given by the captain. 
24. Seventeen hundred feet of cable were reeled in by hand. 
25. The bird that was. killed was an albatross. 
26.· The sailon were not disturbed when the scientist violated the old sea superstition. 
27. The penon who fell down a hatch ladder was a man named Lanon. 
28. Lanon broke one of the ribs of the ship. 
29. The scientist did not want the bird as a specimen for the univenity museum. 
SO. The naturaliat did not charter. the ship. 
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32. The scientiat's attention was called to the old sea supentition that bad luck follows the killing,.(A 
of a white albatross. l_V F 
SS. The naturalist did not ask permission to kill the bird in order to secure it as a museum 
1pecimen. 
34. The scientist expected to see a w.hite albatross in that vicinity. 
35. The scientist was influenced by the waminga of the crew. 
36. The cook did not leaVc: his job. 
37. The captain broke one of hia ribs. 
38. The bird was killed against the captain's orders. 
39. The crew memben were only trying to frighten the scientist by protesting against the killing of 
T F () 
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the bird. T 
40. A lost gear was not the reason the ship landed. 
41. The crew protested against the killing of the bird. 
42 • .Jackie I.anon became seasick before the albatross was killed. 
43. The scientist's aide was Jackie Lanon. 
44. The bird was not killed. 
45. The bird was killed by the scientist. 








47. While the crew men were undoubtedly upset by the scientist's action the cook was the only man 
to actually leave his job. T 
48. A scientist fell down a hatch ladder. T 
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Responses by Judges 'or Data An~sis 
1. Four cartoon characters in combat clothing 
2. An 8.1'miY truck 
J. Ruins of building in background 
4. Wounded or ill soldier in foreground 
5. one man observing through binoculars 
6. One man pointing rifle 
7. One man preparing to throw grenade 
8. Man near truck rmm.:ing toward action scene 
9. Two men with machine gun in background 
10. Sign sl;Lowing trParis 18 K11 in left foreground 
SLIDE B 
Responses by Judges For Data Anal¥sis 
l. Cartoon depicting ccmstrw>tion work 
2. Man raising bricks by pu.lley-
3. Brick .talling fran board 
4. Man in hat pointing in direotim o.t 
falling brick 
S. Man walld.ng toward. left border of· car-
toon 
6. Two boys walking toward area of falling 
brick . 
7. Two mail1 one with briefcase, walking down 
sidewalk 
8. Mari.11?1 Monroe sign in upper right comer 
9. Drug store between boys and man walking 
10. Feet of worker cm scaffold 
S7 
SLIDE C 
RespGses b7 Judges For Data .An~sis 
1. Four cartoon characters in street &cane 
2. One white bar in striped shirt reaching for. 
peanuts 
J. One black boy leaning against lamp..post 
4. Man in back of wheeled cart reaching toward 
white bo,y 
S. Flower pot falling from window in baokgrouDd 
6. Sign showing Bartlett Street and 16th Av8nu.e 
7. Policeman coming toward wheeled cart with 
club in hand 
6. Dog in right of cartoon starting to cross 
street 
9. Trash barrel and oat •s head in lowr right 
of cartocm 
10. Sou-Haberdasher:r cm sign in background 
SB 
SLIDE D 
u~-· -- 11 ~.;:;Q, 
1. Cartoon showing several people on public 
conveyance 
2. Sign in background showing Dykeman Street 
3. Signs above heads of people showing ad-
vertising 
4. Two men standing in cen"j;er of picture 
5. cne black man dressed in business suit 
6. One white man dressed as worker holding 
straight razor 
1. Man in background with newspaper 
8. Wanan next to above with flower in hat 
9. Woman in background with inf ant 
10. Clock in background 
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2. Religious preference 
3. Parental. religious preference 
4. Parental income: below $6,ooo, $6-9,000, $9-12,000, $12,000-
15,000, $15-20,000, over $20,000 
5. Race: Caucasian, Negro, Indian, Oriental, other 
61 
6. Did you attend a public school, private or religious (if parochial, 
what denomination) during elementary school, high school, college 
(circle if applicable). 
7. Father's profession 
8. Mother's profession 
9. Would you say your parents raised you with (circle one), no disci-
pline, average discipline, mil.crcy disciplined, more disciplined than 
most, less than most, strict discipline. 
lo. Parents level of education: 
father: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, Bachelors, 
Masters or Doctoral 
mother: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 121 Bachelors, 
Masters, or Doctoral 
11. Political affiliation: Republic, Democratic, Other 
12. Political affiliation of parents: Republican, Democratic, Other 
13. Would you classify yourself as conservative or liberal, on the 
following scale: 
conservative, mil~ conservative, middle of the road, mil~ 
liberal, liberal. 
14. College classification and major field of study. 





HOW TO PUT ON A RUMOR CLINIC 
J. '}'J-~ct-~~ 
·~ +t.i.L ~~ 
I. GETI'ING SET UP 
The Equipment You Need: 
1. A film strip projector. 
2. The film strip of the "Rumor Clinic" pictures. 
S. A projection screen (a light wall will do in· a pinch). 
4:. A blackboard will be handy in the discussion that 
follows the demonstration, but it is not necessary. 
5. Peni:il and paper for. the . discussion leader to take 
notes on the changes that take place in the reports. 
People To Take Part: 
1. Six people to be "Reporters." 
2. Somebody to be doorkeeper. 
Select the "Rumor Clinic" picture you feel will be most 
suitable for your group. Get your projector set up, choose 
the people to help, and send the "reporten" out of the 
room. You are now ready to start putting on the Clinic'. 
11. INTRODUCING THE RUMOR CLINIC 
When all the reporters are out of the room, explain that 
the group will now have a chance to see what happens to 
stories and rumon when they are told and retold. Don't 
go into detail. An air of mystery will make the demonstra-
tion more interesting and the results . will be clearer if 
neither the reporters nor the rest of the group have beP.n 
"alerted" to what is going. to happen. 
When introdui:ing the Clinic to your audience, you might 
say something like this: 
"This is a demonstration to show !)IOU how a rumor 
grows as it travels. Six volunteers have been picked to 
act as reporters. A picture will be shown on the screen 
for you to study. We will call in the fi.rst reporter, w.ho 
will be the only one to see the picture with you. He will 
study it, and then tell the next reporter as much as he • 
can remember from this picture. Then reporter number 
2 will repeat the story to reporter number 3, and so on, 
until each reporter has had a chance to tell the story. As 
the report is passed on from person to person, we will 
watch to see what changes take place in a story as it is 
passed along. After the reporters have fi.nished, we will 
try to get a good discussion going on tl11se changu tnUl 
the reasons for them:» • 
111. PUTTING ON THE RUMOR CLINIC 
Show the "Rumor Clinic" pictures you have selected for a 
minute or two. 
Before calling in the fint reporter, tell your group that 
the reports made in the Rumor' Clinic will probably be 
much less distorted than those we get in real-life "rumor 
spreading." Explain that there will be fewer changes for 
the following reasons: , 
1. Having an ,au4iencri makes the reporten more care-
ful about detail w en telling the story; however, it 
also makes them shorten their story. 
2. Each reporter tells his story right after he hears it; 
there is almost no time for the details to get fu!!)' in 
his mind. . 
S. iEe pict11rs j1 quite sim"Qle compared with most of 
e situations reported in Shop or neighborhood 
gossip. 
1. Ask the doorkeeper to bring in Reporter # 1. Let 
him look at the picture for about two minutes. Then 
ask him to turn his back on the screen. 
2. Call in Reporter #2, but don't let him see the 
screen. Ask Reporter # 1 to describe the scene in the 
picture. (Try to keep the pi.Cture on the screen while 
the reporters are telling the story to the audience if it 
is possible to do this without the reporten seeing it 
too. If it means that the reporter will see the 
screen as he walks into the room, you might tum the 
projector off until he has taken his place.) 
S. Bring in Reporter # S. Ask Reporter # 2 to repeat 
the story he has just heard from Reporter # 1~ 
4. Continue until each reporter has heard and retold 
the story. Let Reporter #6 tell the whole group his 
version of the 1tory told him by Reporter #5. 
Over 
IV. DISCUSSING THE RUMOR CLINIC 
The Rumor Clinic demonstration, by iuelf, usually makes 
a strong imprenicm on the group. But the effect can be 
even greater if a good discu11ion follows the demonatra· 
tion. The discunion can help the members of the group 
realize: 
a. how great the changes and distortions in a report can 
become as the story is passed along from person to 
person; 
b. how the changes take place, even when there is no 
desire on the part of the people involved .to distort 
what they heard or saw; 
c. wh')I rumors can nev11r b11 accepted as fact until they 
are checked, and why they must be checked so care• 
fully be/ or1 the')' ar1 made the basis for an')' action. 
Begin the discussion by asking the group what changes 
they noticed in the story as each reporter passed it along. 
(The notes that you have taken will help you remind the 
group what changes were made.) Ask the group why people -· 
make changes in stories as they retell them. 
Note: It's a good idea to list the reasons on the blackboard, 
and discuss them as they are given. Let people illustrate 
the reasons using their own experiences in the shop and 
where they live. 
Here is a list of some of the more important reasons to 
help you guide the discussion. 
a. Usuall')I people remember sharp details and forget 
those that were not so vivid. For example, the razor 
in the picture showing the subway scene is so vivid, 
that once it is noticed by the first reporter it is almost 
never left out by the others. • 
b. What people notice and remember depends on their 
own interests and experiences. For example, in one 
slide there is a Red Cross truck carrying ammunition 
instead of medical supplies. Men will be more apt to 
notice this, while women will be more aware of 
clothing, etc. 
c. People see what the')' expect to see, whether it was 
reall')I there to be seen or not. Thus, people who ex-
pect Negroes to get into fights will "see" a razor in 
a Negro's hand even though it was really in some-
body else's hand. 
d. People fill in gaps to make a story more believable. 
They make the story what it "ought" to be, or what 
it "usually" is. For example, in one picture there is 
a druJ store in the middle of the block. This drug 
store 11 often placed on the comer when the story 
is retold. 
e, Peopl11 build up a llor1 in retelling it. They make 
it more exciting and important than it may have 
bee,n in order to make it worth retelling. The new, 
dramatic details exaggerate the story, and often dis-
tort it seriously. For example, a small argument may 
build up into a "riot" when the story is retold. 
f. People often shorten a story in retelling it. Leaving 
out these details makes the story easier to remember 
but often changes the effect the story has on the 
listener. 
V. SUMMARY 
Point out that each of us approaches a situation with his 
own interests, his own •xperiences, and his own 11xp11cta-
tions of how people should- or do - behave. In talking 
about what we saw, or what we were told, this background 
of our own creeps into the story, The person retelling it 
becomes part-author of a new version of the story rather 
than just a "reporter" who passes along exactly what 
happened. 
It is these changes in the story, arising out of the attitudes 
and prejudices of the person who tells or retells it, for 
which we must alwa')IS be on the lookout in stories, re· 
ports, and rumors. 
What tests can we make of the rumors we hear to help 
keep ourselves straight, and to straighten out the person 
who is spreading a rumor? The list of tests should include 
questions like these: 
a. How much of this story do you know to be true, 
and how much are you taking on somebody else's 
say-so? 
b. Who told you this story? How reliable is he in this 
case, and where did he get it in the first place? 
c. How far from the original source has this tale come? 
d. How much harm and injustice may we be doing if 
we believe this story, and if we help to pass it around? 
e. If the story seems to require some action, how can we 
check it for facts, and sort out the truth from the 
changes and distortions that have crept in, before we 
act on it? 
A catalog of ADL audio-visual materials and a catalog of ADL publications 
may be obtained from the local office of the ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE 
OF B'NAI B'RITH in your city or from the national office, 31' Lexinaton 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. 
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